FALL 2018

HOTLIST

WE LOVE PARKING NEWS

We do a lot of content curation on our social
media accounts, but most of that flies by so
quickly you don't event see it.

We also know that you have limited time to
process an entire month's worth of information.
That's where this brief guide comes in.

STAY CURRENT

It's not easy to stay current when you work on the front line
or in the field. Our quarterly publication keeps you ahead of
the curb.

THIS QUARTER'S
HIGHLIGHTS
What's Wrong with Walmart
Campus Parking by the Numbers
Self-driving Homes
LinkedIn
2014's Parking Predictions
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WHAT'S WRONG WITH

WALMART?
Does abundant free parking = unsafe parking?
Check out these recent incidents and weigh in.
1. Couple gets hit by a truck and the perpetrator threatens to kill their kids
2. Woman with 2 kids is assaulted for asking a man to move his shopping cart
3. Impaired driver hits and kills a woman in a marked crosswalk
4. A completely random stabbing
5. A vehicle with the family dog in it gets stolen
6. Employee gets shot and killed returning from his break
7. Women getting harassed and requiring increase police presence

And one good news story... kids still play football and cops aren't always jerks
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CAMPUS PARKING BY THE NUMBERS
Ever wonder how many parking spots per student campuses have? Here's the data:
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A few other campus parking tidbits you may be interested in (click each for info):

1. One of the big trends in campus parking is mobile payment - and students are loving it.
2. There are also a lot of technologies being implemented, which you can read about here.
3. Finally, here are 9 best practices in campus parking to evaluate your operation against.
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SELF-DRIVING
HOMES
Tired of hearing about autonomous vehicles and the unanswerable
question of when they'll arrive in our parking lots (and making our jobs
obsolete... or not)?
Here's a new twist: Manufacturers are converting cars to living room
extensions and retrofitting vehicles into complete micro homes. And it's a
much cheaper option than home ownership. Read more here.
Or see what Volvo thinks this future looks like here (including a video)
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Useful for connecting with parking professionals
across the parking industry, LinkedIn basics are
difficult yet essential to master. Below are our
top 3 suggestions.

1. Build relationships: Search for
people by employer, title, location,
etc. Use a Boolean search to narrow
down results, then send a personal
message to connect.
2. Membership levels: Learn about
premium, sales navigator, learning,
and other paid features to see if
they're right for you. Get a free trial.
3. Groups: Join and participate in
parking network groups like
Parking Today, Women in Parking,
Canadian Parking Association, etc.
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THINK
BACK TO
2014.
What did you see as the future of parking?
Here are 3 articles full of things that seemed like certainties
just a few years ago. Email us your 2020 & beyond
predictions to see how good of a futurist you are!
Another year of
measured expansion
in parking
construction was
upon us, with greater
optimism for 2014 &
2015

Smartphones
control parking
access and give
real time
information

Bikeshare, rideshare,
public transit & 4 other
things were certain to
steal parking jobs

THAT'S IT!
CONTACT US:
bizdev@getparkplus.com
1 844 857 7587
www.getparkplus.com
@getparkplus
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